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Abstract

Due to the commodity nature of workstations
and networking equipment, LAN environments are
gradually becoming heterogeneous. In this paper,
we design e�cient all-to-all broadcast algorithms
for heterogeneous network of workstations. We
propose a framework called Cluster-Agent Frame-
work as the basis for e�cient implementations of
all-to-all communication for scienti�c applications
in heterogeneous network of workstations. The
framework partitions the participating worksta-
tions into clusters, with each cluster having a fast
node as the agent to perform all-to-all communica-
tion for the slower nodes. Based on this framework,
we develop two algorithms, Gather-Broadcast and
Two-Step Broadcast, for all-to-all broadcast. Our
preliminary experimental results demonstrate per-
formance advantage of our algorithms compared
with the MPICH implementation and a number of
existing algorithms.

1 Introduction

In recent years, networks of workstations/PCs (so
called NOW) are becoming appealing vehicles for
cost-e�ective parallel computing. Due to the com-
modity nature of workstations and networking
equipment, LAN environments are gradually be-
coming heterogeneous. The diverse sources of het-
erogeneity in NOW systems pose a challenge on
the design of e�cient communication algorithms
for this class of systems.

Many research projects are currently in progress
to provide e�cient communication for NOW sys-
tems. However, most of these research projects
focus on homogeneous NOWs, systems comprising
of the same type of PCs/workstations connected
over a single network architecture. Due to the

commodity nature of workstations and network-
ing equipment, LAN environments are gradually
becoming heterogeneous. The heterogeneity could
be due to the di�erence in processing speed and
communication capability of the workstations, or
coexistence of multiple network architectures or
communication protocols. This trend of hetero-
geneity is forcing networks of workstations to be
rede�ned as Heterogeneous Networks of Worksta-
tions (HNOW).

Collective communication provides important
functionality for many applications, and thus e�-
cient implementations of collective communication
is crucial for achieving maximum performance of
applications on message-passing systems. Typical
examples of collective operations include broadcast,
barrier synchronization, reduction, gather, scatter,
and all-to-all communication.

Over the past few years, a large number of e�-
cient algorithms for collective communication have
been devised to facilitate direct programming of
massively parallel, distributed memory computers
by taking advantage of special network topology in
this class of machines (e.g. [7, 11, 10, 3]). These al-
gorithms may not be e�cient for networks of work-
stations, however, due to lack of special network
topology in NOW environment. Both PVM[5] and
MPI[4] support a set of collective communication
routines. The performance of some available MPI
implementations for networks of workstations was
measured in [9]. However, to our knowledge, none
of the existing implementations of PVM or MPI
addresses the issue of communication optimization
in HNOW environment.

In this paper, we study all-to-all broadcast in
HNOW systems. We propose a framework called
Cluster-Agent Framework as the basis for e�cient
implementations of all-to-all communication. The
framework partitions the participating worksta-
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tions into clusters, with each cluster having a fast
node as the agent. Slower nodes in a cluster can
take advantage of the communication capability of
the agent (the fast node) by sending their local
data for collective communication to the agent and
let the agent does the work for them.

Based on this framework, we implemented
two algorithms, Gather-Broadcast and Two-Step
Broadcast, for all-to-all broadcast. In the Gather-
Broadcast algorithm, the agent of each cluster
gathers data from the slower nodes in its clus-
ter, then performs inter-cluster all-to-all broadcast
with the gathered data, and then the agents dis-
tribute the �nal result back to the slower nodes. In
the Two-Step Broadcast algorithm, we further de-
compose the inter-cluster all-to-all broadcast oper-
ation into two, and reduce communication latency
by overlapping the intra-cluster gather operation
with inter-cluster all-to-all broadcast.

Our preliminary experimental results in a het-
erogeneous network of workstations show that both
algorithms outperform the MPICH implementa-
tion and two existing algorithms for all message
lengths (less than 2k bytes), and the Two-Step
Broadcast algorithm is superior to the Gather-
Broadcast algorithm for longer messages.

The second part of the paper addresses the issue
of clustering and agent assignment in our frame-
work. We de�ne a characterizing model for point-
to-point communication in HNOW systems. The
model de�nes four parameters: sending overhead,
receiving overhead, end-to-end latency, and band-
width. We then formalize intra-cluster communi-
cation and inter-cluster communication using these
parameters, and de�ne the cost functions for all-
to-all broadcast. We then propose heuristic algo-
rithms to assign clusters and agents with the goal
to minimize the value of the cost function.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 de�nes the characterized model for com-
munication systems. Section 3 gives overview of
our Client-Agent framework for all-to-all commu-
nication. Section 4 presents more details of the
communication analysis under our characterizing
model. Section 5 presents the algorithms for con-
structing clusters and assigning communication
agents. Section 6 reports our experimental results
on a heterogeneous cluster of workstations. Sec-
tion 7 describes some related works, and Section 8
gives some concluding remarks.

2 Characterizing Communi-

cation Model

This section characterizes the heterogeneity of
HNOW systems by the communication capabilities
of the participating workstations, and describes the
communication model in which we design e�cient
all-to-all broadcast.

Our model abstracts the communication capa-
bility of a workstation by four parameters: the
end-to-end latency with others, sending overhead,
receiving overhead, and the bandwidth. We charac-
terize a heterogeneous workstation cluster by the
point-to-point communication latency of its pro-
cessors, which may be very di�erent from one pro-
cessor to another. The latency of a point-to-point
communication is the time to initiate, generate,
send, and receive a message from the source to the
destination. The software overhead, which consti-
tutes a large portion of the latency, includes mes-
sage copying from the local memory to the network
interface bu�er at the sender, and from the inter-
face bu�er to the local memory at the receiver.

The communication capability of a workstation
is characterized by the following parameters.

� Tsend : start-up latency for the message pass-
ing initiation at the sender.

� Trecv : software overhead at the receiver.

� Tend : end-to-end latency between the sender
and the receiver.

� Thold : the holding time, which is the min-
imum time interval between two consecutive
send operations.

The reciprocal of Thold corresponds to the avail-
able communication bandwidth of the node. For
simplicity, in this paper we assume that Thold is
equal to Tsend.

3 The Cluster-Agent Frame-

work

Most of the existing all-to-all communication al-
gorithms assume a homogeneous environment and
distribute the communication evenly among pro-
cessors. In a HNOW with di�erent communication



capabilities among processors, such scheduling al-
gorithms can easily cause imbalance in communica-
tion load in all-to-all communication. An e�cient
algorithm for HNOW should assign the proper
amount of network loads to processors based on
their communication capability to take advantage
of the communication power of faster nodes as
much as possible.

Based on this idea, we present a frame-
work called Cluster-Agent Framework for all-to-all
broadcast. In an HNOW environment consisting
of n workstations as shown in Figure 1, we select
the m fastest nodes as the communication agents.
The remaining n�m slower nodes are partitioned
into m groups of clients. Each agent is responsi-
ble for one group of clients, in that it gathers data
from the clients and performs all-to-all broadcast
for them. An agent and the clients it serves form
a cluster.

network of m agents

cluster 1 cluster 2 cluster m

network of m agents

cluster 1 cluster 2 cluster m

Figure 1: The Cluster-Agent framework for an n-
node HNOW environment

We have designed two algorithms to implement
all-to-all broadcast based on this framework. One
is Gather-Broadcast, the other is Two-Step Broad-
cast. The following section describes these two al-
gorithms.

3.1 Gather-Broadcast

Gather-Broadcast has three stages.

1. Gather Stage. The agents gather messages
from their own clients concurrently.

2. Broadcast Stage. After gathering messages
from the clients, each agent combines its own
local data with the gathered data, and then
performs inter-cluster all-to-all broadcast with
all the other agents. When the broadcast is
completed, each agent has a copy of the �nal
result of the all-to-all operation.

3. Agents send the �nal result to their clients and
�nish the all-to-all communication.

3.2 Two-Step Broadcast

The second algorithm, Two-Step Broadcast, is an
enhancement to the �rst algorithm. The idea is
to decompose the broadcast into two in order to
allow overlapping of communication between dif-
ferent stages. Two-Step Broadcast also has three
stages.

1. Each agent broadcasts its message to all the
other agents, and at the same time the clients
send their messages to their agents.

2. After broadcasting their own messages to
other agents, the agents receive the messages
of their clients. Then the agents perform an
all-to-all broadcast among themselves to dis-
tribute the messages of their clients to other
agents.

3. Agents send the �nal result to their clients and
�nish the all-to-all communication.

We have implemented these two algorithms. The
performance comparison of these two algorithms
will be presented in later section. While the idea
behind the cluster-agent framework is simple, its
e�ciency depends on two important factors. First,
how to decide which nodes and how many nodes
should be assigned to each agent? Secondly, how
to decide the appropriate number of agents and
how to choose them? To solve these problems sat-
isfactorily requires formal analysis of both intra-
cluster and inter-cluster communication, which is
presented in the following section.

4 Cluster Communications

Cluster communications in our model include
intra-cluster and inter-cluster communications.
Intra-cluster communication refers to the message
passing between an agent and its clients, while
inter-cluster communications are communications
among the agents. They are both important to the
overall performance of all-to-all broadcast.

We make the following assumptions to simplify
the analysis. (1) The collective communication
is implemented by performing multiple point-to-
point message passing, (2) For a sending node, a
sending operation is complete when the sender can
reuse the sending bu�er. In other words, the sender
just needs to wait a Thold time before it can issue



another send operation, (3) For a receiving node,
the receiving operation is in blocking mode. That
is, the receiving node can continue to execute its
next operation only when the received message is
removed from its local network bu�er to its own
local memory, (4) We assume each node sends its
messages independently. This assumption is rea-
sonable for NOW connected by modern high-speed
network or switch-based interconnection network,
and (5) A client can only communicate with its
agent, but cannot communicate with its peers in
the same cluster. This assumption avoids the in-
evitable synchronization points when a client acts
as an intermediate node between other peers and
the agent. In addition, this constraint reduces the
network load of the overall system.

4.1 Intra-Cluster Communications

The �rst stage of the Gather-Broadcast algorithm
and the second stage of the Two-Step Broadcast al-
gorithm require a gather operation to collect mes-
sages from the clients to the agents. The e�ciency
of the gather operation will a�ect the overall per-
formance of the all-to-all broadcast.

We formalize the intra-cluster communication
problem as follows. Assume all the clients of a
cluster start sending message to the agent at time
0 and these messages arrive at the agent according
to their end-to-end latency. The agent must col-
lect these messages one at a time, with an extra
overhead of Trecv. The question is in what order
the agent should collect these messages so that the
total time is minimized. We adopt an intra-cluster
scheduling in which the agent of a cluster receives
the messages of its clients in �rst-come-�rst-served
order. Figure 2 shows an example of the resulting
schedule. In the �gure, Li is the arriving time of
the message sent by client i and Trecv is the receiv-
ing overhead of the agent

De�nition 1 Assume there areK clients in a clus-
ter. Let Tend(j) be the end-to-end latency of the
point-to-point communication between the agent
and the jth client it receives, and Trecv(j) be the
local receiving overhead of the agent to receive the
message of the jth client. Then the time for the
agent to complete receiving the message from the
jth client, denoted by Tr(j), can be described re-
cursively as follows, and the latency of the gather-
ing operation as Tg = Tr(K).

agent

client 1

client 2

client k-1

client k

L1

Trecv

L2 Lk-1 Lk

Trecv Trecv Trecv

time

Figure 2: An example of intra-cluster scheduling

Tr(j) =

�
Tend(1) j = 1
maxfTr(j � 1) + Trecv(j); Tend(j)g j > 1

4.2 Inter-Cluster Communications

In our Cluster-Agent framework the agents must
perform all-to-all broadcast among themselves so
that every agent will have messages from all pro-
cessors before sending them to their clients. The
e�ciency of this inter-cluster communication will
have great impact on the overall performance since
a large amount of data will be transmitted via the
interconnection network.

P1 Tsend Tsend Tsend Trecv

P2

Figure 3: P1 executes multiple sends before receiv-
ing the message sent by P2.

We use the simultaneous broadcast algorithm
for all-to-all broadcast among agents. Each agent
sends its message to all the other agents, and re-
ceives message from them as well. If there are N
agents, then each agent sends and receives (N �1)
messages to complete an all-to-all broadcast.

To improve communication e�ciency we overlap
the send and receive operations. In our model a



receive operation is blocking, i.e., the receiver can-
not execute the next operation until the receiving
operation has completed. To reduce communica-
tion latency, we overlap multiple sending opera-
tions with a single receive, as illustrated in Figure
3. Since a send operation is non-blocking, we may
issue multiple sends before a receive. During the
time to send these outgoing messages, an incom-
ing message the processor is waiting for may have
already traveled through the network and arrived
at the bu�er of the receiving node.

In order to overlap k sending operations with
a receive operation, we need to decide the proper
value of k so that the completion time of the k
sends at the receiver is close to the time for the
message to travel through the network and arrive
at the network bu�er. We estimate the value of
k by (k = Tend=Tsend) where Tend is the end-to-
end latency of the point-to-point communication
and Tsend is the sending overhead of the receiving
node. However, in a heterogeneous environment an
agent may receive messages from other agents with
di�erent communication capability. For simplicity
we estimate the value of k in a heterogeneous en-
vironment by

k = min

�
m� 1; d

Tmax

Tsend
e

�

where Tmax is the maximum among all the end-
to-end latencies from the other agents and m is the
number of agents.

In the above de�nition, we consider the case in
which the total number of sending operations per-
formed, (m�1), is less than the value estimated as
the ratio of Tmax to Tsend. To evaluate the overall
performance of the two all-to-all broadcast algo-
rithms we proposed, we estimate the latency of an
inter-cluster broadcast stage as follows. Let m be
the number of agents, and Tsend(i) and Trecv(i)
be the sending and receiving overhead of agent i
respectively. The latency TB(i) of the broadcast
operation is estimated as follows, where m is the
number of agents and n is the number of agents
having a message to broadcast.

TB(i) =

(
maxf(m � 1) � Tsend(i) + (n� 1) � Trecv(i); TR(i; n� 1)g
if agent i has a message to broadcast
TR(i; n� 1) ,otherwise

TR(i; j), similar to De�nition 1, is the esti-
mated receiving completion time of the message
from the jth agent received by agent i and it is esti-
mated as follows, where Tend(i; j) is the end-to-end

latency of point-to-point communication between
agent i and the jth agent it receives.

TR(i; j) =

n
Tend(i; 1) j = 1
maxfTR(i; j � 1) + Trecv(i); Tend(i; j)g j > 1

5 Cluster Assignment

Next, we consider the issues of agent and clients
assignment. To fully utilize the communication
bandwidth, we need to select those agents care-
fully so that inter-cluster communication can be
optimized. Similarly, clients must be assigned to
agents so that intra-cluster communication can be
completed in minimum time. Before describing our
assignment algorithm, we de�ne a set of cost func-
tions that evaluate the performance of a cluster
assignment. First, we consider the latency at each
stage of the all-to-all broadcast. For the two pro-
posed all-to-all algorithms we estimate their costs
as follows.

De�nition 2 Let Tg(i) be the gathering latency
from De�nition 1 for cluster i and m be the num-
ber of clusters. The cost of stage 1 for Gather-
Broadcast Approach is estimated as

T1 = max
1�i�m

Tg(i)

And let TB(i) be the broadcasting latency de-
scribed in the previous section for cluster i, Kj

be the number of clients in cluster i, then the cost
of stage 1 for Two-Step Broadcast Approach is es-
timated as

T1 = max
1�j�m

fmaxfTB(j) +Kj � Trev(j); Tg(j)gg

In De�nition 2, since the stage 1 of Two-Step
Broadcast approach performs the broadcasting op-
eration for the messages owned by the agents them-
selves and at the same time the gathering operation
of messages from clients for each cluster, an agent
cannot serve the messages of the clients that have
arrived at its network bu�ers until its broadcasting
operation completes. Thus, when an agent com-
pletes the broadcasting, the messages from some
clients have been queued at its network bu�ers,
and the agent can start to move the queued mes-
sages to its local memory.



De�nition 3 Let TB(i) be the broadcasting la-
tency for cluster i de�ned in the previous section
and m be the number of clusters. The cost of stage
2 for both Gather-Broadcast Approach and Two-
Step Broadcast approach is estimated as follows.

T2 = max
1�i�m

TB(i)

De�nition 4 Letm be the number of clusters, Kj

be the number of the clients in cluster i, Tsend(i)
be the sending overhead of the agent of cluster i,
and Tend(i; j) be the end-to-end latency from the
agent of cluster i to the jth clients it served. The
cost of stage 3 is estimated as follows.

T3 = max
1�i�m

f max
1�j�Kj

fj � Tsend(i) + Tend(i; j)gg

Finally, the overall latency of the all-to-all
broadcast is the sum of the latencies of the three
stages.

De�nition 5 The overall latency of the all-to-all
communication is Tall = T1 + T2 + T3.

5.1 Client Assignment

Suppose we have selected m processors as agents,
how do we assign the remaining processors to these
agents so that the intra-cluster gathering time can
be minimized?

We propose a greedy algorithm that assigns
clients to agents one at a time, and tries to sched-
ule the client as early as possible. That is, among
the m agents a client can be assigned to, we pick
the one that can receive it earliest (after receiving
all the previously assigned clients). The clients are
assigned in decreasing order of their communica-
tion speed, i.e., the fastest client will be assigned
�rst, so that the decision of which agent can receive
the current client, can be made quickly.

5.2 Agent Selection

Finally the only question in our cluster formation
problem is how to select agents, since from the dis-
cussion above we know how to assign clients to
agents.

For simplicity we assume all the agents are the
fastest processors among the cluster. The rational
is that the agents are responsible for the bulk of
the communication, namely to perform an all-to-
all communication among themselves. In order to
improve the overall performance the agents must
be fast enough. As a result we only need to de-
termine the number of agents, namely the number
of clusters. We determine the number of clusters
by testing all possible values. For a HNOW sys-
tem of P nodes, we evaluate the total cost for a
particular cluster number, based on the cost func-
tion, Tall, de�ned earlier. Then we select the one
that leads to the minimum overall cost and assign
clients to agents accordingly.

We would like to point out that once the prob-
lem size is given, the decision of agents can be done
once for all before the execution of all-to-all broad-
cast operations. Thus, after paying the one-time
cost of analyzing the networks, the execution of
all-to-all broadcast is not delayed.

6 Experimental Result

We use a 100-Mbps Fast Ethernet network of 8 Ul-
trasparc workstations as our experimental environ-
ment to evaluate the proposed algorithms. There
are 4 fast nodes (UltraSparc2) and 4 slow nodes
(UltraSparc1).

In Figure 4 we show the comparison between
the estimated time (time computed using our com-
munication model) and the measured time (ac-
tual execution time) of all-to-all broadcast of 32-
byte messages. The parameters Tsend, Trecv and
Tend are measured using a ping-pong scheme de-
scribed in [2]: Tsend(fast node) = 90 microsec,
Tsend(slow node) = 160 microsec, Trecv(fast node)
= 70 microsec, Tsend(slow node) = 130 microsec,
Tend(fast to fast) = 250 microsec, Tend(fast to slow)
= Tend(slow to fast) = 350 microsec, and Tend(slow
to slow) = 450 microsec. The best choices of the
number of agents (four agents in Gather-Broadcast
and three in Two-Step-Broadcast) by our algo-
rithms (estimated cost) are quite consistent with
those of the actual runs (meassured cost).

In Figure 5, we show the performances of various
All-to-all broadcast algorithms with di�erent mes-
sage lengths. The purpose is to demonstrate the
importance of taking heterogeneity into consider-
ation while designing communication algorithms.
We can observe that for small message length the
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Figure 4: Estimated cost and measured completion
time of all-to-all broadcast on 8 nodes (4 fast and 4
slow) with di�erent numbers of agents for the two
approaches.
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Figure 5: Performance comparison of all-to-all
broadcast implemented by di�erent algorithms

two proposed algorithms, Gather-Broadcast and
Two- Step Broadcast, can achieve speedup of a
factor of 2, compared to the MPICH implemen-
tation. The proposed algorithms also outperform
the two well-known algorithms for All-to-all broad-
cast on homogeneous systems, the Combing Broad-
cast and the Simultaneous Broadcast [6]. More-
over, the Two-Step Broadcast algorithm is supe-
rior to the Gather-Broadcast algorithm for larger
message length. This is because at the stage of
broadcasting among agents, Gather-Broadcast al-
gorithm will incur higher communication overhead
than the Two-Step algorithm due to the transmis-
sion of longer messages.

7 Related Work

The study on collective communication for hetero-
geneous networks of workstations was initiated by
the ECO project [8]. ECO proposed heuristic al-
gorithms to partition the workstations participat-
ing in a collective communication into subnetworks
based on pair-wise round-trip latencies between
workstations. it then decomposes the collective
communication into two phases: inter-subnetwork
and intra-subnetwork. ECO automatically chooses
a suitable tree algorithm for each of these phases.
The network partitioning approach based on pair-
wise round-trip latencies was shown to be e�ective
in implementing collective communication on het-
erogenous networks (i.e. systems where multiple
network architectures coexist). However, it does
not consider other types of heterogeneity, such as
the communication capabilities of individual work-
stations.

Banikazemi et al. [1] proposed two new algo-
rithms to optimize multicast communication for
NOW with heterogeneity in communication capa-
bility of workstations. The Sped-Partitioned Or-
dered Chain (SPOC) algorithm ordered the partic-
ipating nodes of a collective communication based
on their communication capabilities (measured by
round-trip latency between di�erent types of work-
stations), and then assigns the nodes to the bi-
nomial trees for broadcast/multicast based on the
ordering. The authors show that SPOC may not
be e�cient for general cases and then proposed a
greedy algorithm called Fastest Node First (FNF).
In each iteration of the algorithm, the fastest node
which has not received the message is added to
the tree. Their simulation results show that the
FNF algorithm approaches near optimal solution



for multicast communication.

Although FNF can also be used for implement-
ing multiple multicast by constructing one tree for
each multicast operation, it may not be the most
e�cient way to do it. In this paper we take on this
challenge and design e�cient Cluster-Agent based
algorithms for all-to-all communication (all-to-all
broadcast, complete exchange, and multiple multi-
cast) for NOW/HNOW.

Jacunski et al. studied all-to-all broadcast
on clusters of workstations based on commodity
switch-based networks [6]. A new algorithm called
link scheduling, which is an enhancement to the si-
multaneous broadcast algorithm, was proposed to
avoid link contention problem between switches.
The basic idea is that use of the interconnect-
ing link is scheduled among nodes in a way that
permits every node to remain busy with useful
work. Since the link scheduling algorithm em-
ploys a homogeneous scheduling algorithm for all-
to-all broadcast between the nodes connected to
the same switch, it may not be e�cient for hetero-
geneous NOW.

8 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented the Cluster-Agent
framework for all-to-all communication and two al-
gorithms for e�cient all-to-all broadcast based on
this framework. Our preliminary experimental re-
sults on a heterogeneous network of eight work-
stations show performance advantage of our algo-
rithms compared with the MPICH implementation
and two other existing algorithms. It is, however,
desirable to do more extensive simulation to evalu-
ate our algorithms. As part of this research e�ort,
we are currently developing a CSIM-based network
simulator for HNOW systems. We will include our
simulation data for all-to-all broadcast in the �nal
version of this paper.

The analysis of cluster communications in this
paper ignore the impact of message concatenation
during all-to-all broadcast between agents. This is
acceptable only when the messages to be broad-
casted are short. Fortunately, in most scienti�c
applications, broadcast messages are usually short
(less than 1k bytes). In the future, we will relax
this restriction and extend our algorithms for ar-
bitrary message lengths.
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